7 Tips for teaching story-writing
1. Let them invent their own characters.
If pupils create their own characters (from a framework you provide) they
will find it easier to write. ‘Maximus the Gladiator’ or ‘the evil gummy bears
from mars’ are more fun to write about because you’ve invented them.

2. Get them writing in pairs - one line each.
Writing an entire story can be daunting - especially if you don’t like writing. But most people can write one sentence. Get your class into pairs and
tell them to write one line each. If a pair is struggling - tell them to write
one word each.

3. Start from the most exciting part.
Authors often say that the beginning (or the end) are the trickiest parts of
a book to write. Start your students writing from the most exciting part of
their stories. They can always ‘flash back’ to the start later.

4. Try some writing without planning.
There are (at least!) two types of creative personality: ‘Planners’ like to
assemble their tales like a method actor building a character. the other
type, ‘Leapers’, like to conjure up something cool in a flash of invention.
Are you catering for both types of writer, or just pleasing the ‘planners’?

5. Don’t let them get stuck on names.
choosing names can be a time waster. if they are writing a roman story,
give them a short list of historical names and tell them to choose a
‘goodie’ and a ‘baddie’. Looking for modern names? ask them if there are
any unusual sounding streets near the school. ‘stonegood place’ could
turn into the heroic Captain goodstone or the evil Dr Stonegood.

6. Keep the pace up.
Don’t be afraid to stop them writing (briefly) - and introduce extra tasks:
“Rather than ‘said’, what word can you find to make it more dramatic?”
“Make the next line you write, a line of dialogue!”
“If you are not writing this line, think of a title for your story.”
“Use a simile - ‘as grey as slate’ in your next line.”

7. End the session with a reading.
Sharing your new story with the class is a great motivator. If there’s no time
for everyone to read theirs, use a random method - like a spinner - to choose.

Looking for story-writing resources?
Robin Price runs creative writing workshops in schools and has created photocopy-free
story-writing materials on a number of topics including: The Celts, The Greeks,
The Vikings, The Romans, The Egyptians, Graphic novels and Shakespeare:
The Tempest; Macbeth, Romeo and Juliet and Richard III.

Email robin@mogzilla.co.uk for your free pdf pack or visit www.mogzilla.co.uk/events
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